SPECIFICATIONS:

DIMENSIONS: 109"H X 48" W X 28.5" D

MOTOR: 3 HP 208-230/460/3/60
       TEFC MOTOR STD. 8.4-7.6/3.8 FLA

CFM: 3500 CFM @ 0.5" W.G.

CONSTRUCTION: 7.10&.14 GA POWDER COATED STEEL FRAME.
       16 GA. POWDER COATED STEEL PANELS. BAFFLED INLET GRID
       GASKETED FRONT FILTER ACCESS
       4-WAY ALUMINUM EXHAUST GRILLE
       SPARK DROP OUT CHAMBER
       *OPTIONAL DUST DRAWERS

ELECTRICAL: WIRED TO JCT. BOX
            OPT. MOTOR STARTER

BLOWER: BACKWARD INCLINED COMPOSITE WHEEL

FILTERS: 2" GALV. BAFFLE PREFILTER
         4" PLEATED PREFILTER
         95% FIBERGLASS BAG FILTER

OPTIONS: MAGNAHELC PRESSURE GAUGE REGAIN
         2" ALUMINUM MESH
         99.97% HEPA FINAL FILTERS
         (4) 26 LB CARBON V-BANKS
         2" OR 4" MIST ELIMINATORS
         2" POLY PADS
         THERMAL SENSOR/ POWER SHUT OFF

WEIGHT: 1190 LBS.

NOISE: 80.2 dBA
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